
ADDITIONAL 
MATERIALS

aPlastic Drop Cloth 

•  Protective Glasses or Goggles 

•  Long Sleeve Garment  
& Apron 

• Protective Gloves

•  Plastic Containers for Dipping Tubs

• Glass Cleaner    

• Masking Tape 

•  Plastic Spatula or Spoon

•  Carbon Paper  
(smudge proof)

•  Contact Adhesive  
Shelving Vinyl

•  Pen, Pencil, and  
Eraser  

•  Additional Patterns, Designs & 
Stickers

• Paper Towels 

W
hen you are looking for a method to create an overall etched surface for a favorite 

glass jar or bottle...or even searching for a way to add depth and dimension to 

your glass beads, Etch Bath is the solution! When you dip your project into Etch 

Bath, this quick acting chemical goes to work producing a soft, etched surface. 

You can easily decorate any etched project using acrylic and oil paints, readily available decals, 

and rubber stamps with permanent inks and embossing powders. There’s an endless array of 

possibilities to enhance the soft overall frosted finish. 

Etch Bath is a wonderful way to easily create beautiful accessories for your home or for gifts, however, certain 
precautions should be taken.

Etch Bath will start etching immediately upon coming in contact with ceramic tile and porcelain sinks so it is 
important to protect the surface. You may cover the bottom of your sink with plastic wrap for protection.

Cover your counter top with a piece of plastic drop cloth or table cover. Be sure to extend the cover-ing up the 
back splash tile in case the Etch Bath splatters when pouring.

Set a plastic dish pan in the sink to rinse your project in so the Etch Bath will be diluted before pouring down the drain. This will also 
protect your sink from getting damaged

Getting Started

Step 1
Clean and dry the glass or mirror thoroughly.

Step 2
If you are going to apply one or more of the 
Peel ‘N’ Etch stencils included, there are a few 
additional procedures. Peel ‘N’ Etch is a pre-cut 
vinyl stencil consisting of three layers: a top 
protective carrier sheet, the actual adhesive Stencil 
piece, and a bottom waxed protective sheet. Hold 

the stencil up to a light source to see where the 
artwork is die cut on the vinyl.

The stencil artwork is printed on the reverse side 
of this sheet. The areas illustrated in BLUE are 
the usable stencils that you will be using for your 
project.
With a sharp scissors, cut through the three layers 
of the stencil, cut carefully around the desired 
pattern area.

How to use Etch Bath step-by-step



Remove (peel off) the protective waxed backing 
sheet, exposing the adhesive side of the stencil.
Apply the remaining two layers of the cut stencil 
to your glass in the desired position. Rub the entire 
stencil to be sure it is adhered completely.
Remove the top carrier sheet off the top of the 
stencil. You can use the end of a hobby knife, 
tweezers or a safety pin to pry up the end of the 
stencil.
Remove the stencil material from your project 
that surrounds your selected stencil until only the 
stencil pattern you wish to reproduce is remaining.

Step 3
To prepare the beveled ornament for dipping, attach a 
length of string cut to the size needed to allow you to 
dip the glass ornament into the Etch Bath solution.

Step 4
Hang your or-nament inside the dipping container, fill the 
dipping container with enough water to cover the ornament.

Step 5
Remove the or-nament and use a crayon or marker 
to mark the water level on the dip-ping container.

Step 6
Empty water from container. Thoroughly dry both 
container & glass ornament.

Step 7
Put on rubber gloves, keeping them on through re-

mainder of the etching process.

Step 8
Open the jar of Etch Bath Glass 
Dipping Solution in-cluded in your kit, 
stir thoroughly with a wood or plastic 
stirring stick. Be careful not to splash 
solution outside of jar.

Step 9
Slowly pour Etch Bath Glass 

Dipping Solution to level of pen 
mark. Re-cap Etch Bath jar. 

Step 10
Return ornament to 
container and let glass 
object soak 5 to 10 
minutes or more, 

depending on the type and hardness of the glass.

Step 11
Remove glass ornament from container and rinse 
well under running water, beING careful not to 
disturb stencils. Dry thoroughly and examine 
etched surface. If etching is in-complete, return 
glass to container and let it soak a few more 
minutes before rinsing.

Step 12
Remove Peel ‘N’ Etch stencil once you are satisfied 
with etched surface you have achieved.

Step 13
Return Etch Bath Glass Dipping Solution to 
original jar for re-use. Consult the etch bath bottle 
for safety precautions.

Step 14
Allow clean glass to sit overnight, then re-examine. If 
dried residue remains,wash thoroughly using a brush.

Please refer to our  Etch Bath Book, 
 #14-0270 for more project information.
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